Airline’s hidden ground crew
easyJet’s flights run that bit more smoothly, thanks to slick and responsive
behind-the-scenes ground transport.

The challenge
As Europe’s leading short-haul airline, easyJet flies to and from airports
across the UK. It runs more than 100 routes from London Gatwick alone.
Providing ground transport for flight crews is a major logistical exercise.
Together with transport for training sessions, it currently amounts to
20,000 journeys every year.
In addition, the airline needs shortnotice provision for both crew and
passengers when flights are
disrupted for any reason.
Until recently, easyJet used
a combination of airportbased ground handling
agents and direct
procurement of local
transport providers. It was
a resource-intensive and
piecemeal arrangement.
The airline was keen to find
a less complex and more
cost-effective solution.
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“First Travel Solutions’ operational performance
is strong and they are incredibly responsive
to our fast-changing demands. They are
also making huge efforts to help us integrate
our operating system with theirs, to ensure
seamless transfer of information.”
Will Facey
Head of Operational Control, easyJet

The solution
First Travel Solutions now fulfils all of easyJet’s ground transport needs.
Coaches, minibuses and taxis are marshalled as required through our
control centre, which works round the clock. Vehicle tracking offers
precise real-time monitoring. And we provide a dedicated operations
manager who is based close to easyJet’s Luton headquarters.
With our unrivalled UK-wide footprint
– and more than 1,700 preapproved, audited coach and
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